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Hello everyone!  School is out for students at 11:30 tomorrow.  The last day for 

teachers is Friday, June 5.  Hopefully, summer is in the making—I know I’m looking 

forward to more sunshine and warmer days!!   

Day 37 of required instruction—Summer officially starts for students at 11:30 

tomorrow.  Parents and students in grades 4-12—I want to encourage you to complete 

the survey and share your opinions, ideas and solutions for future remote learning 

plans by tomorrow.  We really need your feedback so the best plan possible can be 

created for everyone involved.  The survey link is on the county and school websites.  

Students—teachers may also send you additional links to the survey.   

Day 46 for CN— 1734 breakfast and 1734 lunch meals were prepared and delivered.  As 

always, good job everyone.  More on our summer feeding program in the very near 

future.  Please let your bus driver know ASAP if you are interested in participating—we 

need to know the number of meals you will need for children ages 18 and under.    

Are you ready for the answer to yesterday’s riddle? (What word contains 26 letters, but 

only has three syllables?)  If you said alphabet, then you get an A+ for the day! 

Today’s riddle.  People make me, save me, change me, raise me.  What am I?  We’ll find 
out tomorrow!! 
 
It’s giraffe week!  Giraffes are very social animals and live in groups that are called 

towers—that is a very apt name considering their tall frame!!  They only sleep around 20 

minutes or less per day which they do in quick two-minute power naps.  This allows them 

to be on constant alert for predators—lions, leopards and hyenas.  Giraffes don’t have 

claws, sharp tusks or pointed antlers to protect themselves—their legs are their most 

powerful weapons.  They also have excellent vision which enables them to see the 

predators before they get too close.  More on the gentle giants tomorrow.    

No matter your age, raise the board on your personal reading challenge.   Get started, 

make it happen every day and you’ll soon become a life-long reader.  Just pick a book 

you like and read every night!! 

Okay—tomorrow is only ½ day—you are done at 11:30!  Make sure you have 

completed and turned in all your work.  Read some more in your book before going to 

sleep tonight.  Yes—I’ll be back tomorrow!   


